Jongsny, July 31 2022

Latest upgrade (v4_11531u2022b31) available for:

Windows 7 (?), 8 (?) & 10 (64 bits), Linux Ubuntu 16.xx or later (64 bits), MacOS-X 10.8.x (Mountain lion), 10.9.x (Mavericks), 10.10.x (Yosemite), 10.11.x (El-Capitan), 10.12.x (Sierra), 10.13.x (High-Sierra), 10.14.x (Mojave) & 10.15.x (Catalina). MacOS 11.0.1 (Big Sur) is also supported on Intel based Mac (but not fully tested yet), Apple M1 not yet supported.

version 4.11531u2022b31 (Linux & OpenGL driver 4.x)
version 4.11531u2022b31 (MacOS-X)
version 4.11531u2022b31 (Windows)

These versions should replace previous versions and are available at:

http://www.jems-swiss.ch/Home/jemsv4_11531u2022.htm

MacOSX Catalina is now supported.

This version requires a new license code (for users of jems version earlier than 4.8030) and corrects a bug introduced in previous versions by the java obfuscation program. Must be installed since it improves speed and parallel calculations (CBED, Transfert Function, ...).

Installation docs available at:

http://www.jems-swiss.ch/Home//PDF/MacOSXInstallation.pdf
http://www.jems-swiss.ch/Home/PDF/PreferencesSelection.pdf

Documentation:

http://www.jems-swiss.ch/Home/Docs/documentation.htm

Free JEMS STUDENT EDITION available (Windows, Linux, MacOS-X) at:

http://www.jems-swiss.ch/
Comments to:
jems.swiss@gmail.com or info@jems-swiss.ch
jems-saas webSite & documentation:
http://www.jems-swiss.ch/